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Then Gangleri said, ‘What tidings are there to tell or to be learned concerning the

twilight of the gods? I have never before heard tell of this.’

High One said: Great tidings are there to speak of, and many: these the first, that

winter comes which is called monstrous winter, when snow drives in from all direc-

tions. Frosts are great then and winds sharp; none will derive benefit from the sun.

These winters go three together, with no summers between. But first there are also

another three winters, when all over the world there are great battles. Then brothers

slay each other for the sake of greed, and no one shows mercy for father nor son in

manslaughter and incest. So it says in Vǫluspá:

Brothers shall fight and slay each other,

cousins shall lay down together

hardship is with men, whoredom is great,

axe-age, sword-age, shields are cloven

wind-age, wolf-age, before world falls to ruin.

Then it comes to pass, what seems like great news, that the wolf swallows the sun,

and men think this a great harm. Then another wolf takes the moon and that makes

much trouble; the stars vanish from the heavens. Then it also happens that all the earth

and mountains shake so that trees are loosened from the earth and the cliffs fall into
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ruins, and all shackles and bonds are broken and snapped. Then Fenris-wolf comes

to be loose. The sea dashes furiously against the land, because the Miðgarð serpent

has fallen into a giant-fury and has come ashore. Then it comes to pass that the ship

which is called Naglfar is loosed, it is built of the nails of dead men, and it is for this

reason worth warning, that if a man dies with unshorn nails, that this man has greatly

increased the material for the ship Naglfar, which gods and men wish will be built

slowly. Then in this sea-flood Naglfar floats; steered by the giant called Hyrmr. Then

Fenris-wolf goes with his mouth gaping, and his lower jaw is against the earth, and

his upper jaw is against the heavens (and he would gape wider if there was room for

it). Fire burns in his eyes and nostrils. The Miðgarð serpent blows poison, which he

sprinkles all over the sky and sea, and he is most terrible, and he is opposite the wolf.
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